Floor standing WC bowl BTW for combination - AquaBlade®

Washdown, back to wall
Horizontal outlet (universal)
Including fixation set TT0257919
In carton box
EN 997
Optional: Outlet bend 90° (in case of vertical installation)

Necessary equipment:
- Toilet cisterns for WC combination, In carton box, 6/3 L dual flush, side inlet, reversible cistern mechanism (T356701) or
- Toilet cisterns for WC combination, In carton box, 4,5/3 L dual flush, bottom inlet (T356801)
- Seat and cover THIN, metal hinges, duroplast (T352801) or
- Seat and cover THIN, SOFT CLOSE with Easy Take Off hinges, duroplast (T352701)

Recommended equipment:
- Outlet bend 90° (vertical) - for 95-210 mm distance (from wall to drainage center) (J324867)
- Outlet bend 90° (vertical) - for 165-250 mm distance (from wall to drainage center) (T002667)
- Outlet bend 90° (vertical) - for 60-160 mm distance (from wall to drainage center) (T002767)
- Eccentric adapter for use in combination with outlet bend 90° J324867 - for 75-230 mm distance (from wall to drainage center) (T002867)

FINISHES*
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* 01 = Euro White

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS